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Executive Summary 
 

Cyberspace is the newest theater of operations with China fighting for command. Chinese hacker 

groups have become professional, strategic, and operate with improved tactics. They once were 

considered very bold with little regard for operational security, but now they are strategically 

controlled. In general, hackers have various motivations, but the majority of Chinese hackers are 

nationalistic and are either working directly for, or on contract with, the Chinese government. 

Research findings strongly indicate the majority of Chinese hacker groups listed are connected to 

the Chinese Liberation Army (PLA), Strategic Support Force (SSF), Chinese intelligence, and/or on 

contract with the Chinese government. There is not one group on the list without ties or suspected 

ties to the Chinese government. As a researcher it was difficult to find details on many of the 

group's leaders, group structures and forum activity but the use of overlapping resources and 

consistent target countries reveals a common main actor profile. It is also important to recognize 

these groups are most likely not completely separate entities. They either work together or stop 

using one group when the group is identified and move to a new alias. This means when a group is 

not active, it does not mean the actors are no longer active. Rather, the actors have moved under a 

different group and/or name. Therefore, it may be most productive in searching and targeting 

Chinese hacker groups to focus on individual actors and their links to the Chinese government. 

Target countries are consistently Western and Asian countries that are perceived as a threat 

politically and industrially to the Chinese government. The United States by far is the largest 

targeted country, being targeted by almost every group. Other western countries, as well as Taiwan 

and Japan, are also highly targeted. Primary targets are political and industrial with the strongest 

focus on intellectual property. Within the intellectual property targeted, the primary target is 

defence technology and then other high-tech sectors. 

 

In analysing the list of Chinese hacker groups, the list can be identified as Priority 1 Groups, 

Priority 2 Groups, and Priority 3 Groups.  

 

Priority 1 Groups are groups one (APT1) and ten (APT12), which are connected, linked to the PLA 

and commit cyber-espionage. Its capabilities indicate a large group, focused primarily on targets of 

defence technology, including the Israeli Iron Dome system, United States, Taiwan, and Japan 

defence and high-tech sectors. Group two (APT3) is considered on of the most sophisticated 

Chinese hacker groups and is connected to China’s tech giant, Huawei. Group five (APT10) targets 
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a broad range of countries and target industries, is suspected to be state funded, and conducts cyber-

espionage. Groups eight (Elderwood Group) and nine (Hidden Lynx) are connected, target a broad 

range of industries including defence and multiple industrial sectors. It is known to be quiet in 

strategy and are suspected to be state funded. Groups eleven (DragonOK) and twelve (Moafee) are 

connected, suspected to be state funded, target a broad range of targets, especially the defence 

sector and politically on the South China Sea dispute. Group eighteen (APT27) is suspected to be 

state funded, highly sophisticated and targets USA, Asian defence, and European drone technology. 

Groups twenty (APT18), twenty-one (APT18), and twenty-two (Shell Crew) are connected, 

suspected to be state funded and perform cyber-espionage. It targets a broad range of countries and 

target industries including defence, high tech, and biotechnology. It are also suspected of targeting 

Daesh in Iraq in 2014 to protect oil interest in the region. Group twenty-four (Winnti Umbrella) has 

been identified as Chinese intelligence with high confidence. It has been active over a long period 

and it’s main targets are political, including the USA, Tibet, Japan, and South Korea. 

 

Priority 2 Groups are groups three (NCPH) which hacked the Pentagon several times in 2006, is 

known for its expertise in surveillance and is suspected to be PLA. However, there is no evidence of 

recent activity. Group thirteen (APT16) is suspected of being state funded, conducts cyber-

espionage and targets Taiwan and Japan. Group fourteen (EvilPost), fifteen (Danti), and sixteen 

(SYCMONDR) are connected, are suspected of being state funded and targets are mainly industrial, 

with a focus on South and Central Asian countries. Group nineteen (APT17) targets the United 

States political and industrial targets including defence and technology. 

 

Priority 3 Groups are group four (Honker Union of China) that has targets who are primarily 

political and focuses on the USA, Japan, Vietnam, and the Philippines. Group six (Bronze Butler) 

targets are Japan’s industrial sector and some political targets. It is linked to the Chinese 

government and may hire out to steal technology. Group seven (KeyBoy) is known to have medium 

level expertise and targets are political and industrial, with a focus on Tibet, Taiwan, the 

Philippines, and the West. Group seventeen (China Girl Security Team) has targeted the USA and 

has targets that include the White House and Google. This group hasn’t been linked to any recent 

activity. Group twenty three (APT30) is suspected of being state funded and has targeted SE Asian 

countries - members of ASEAN. Is not linked to recent activity. 

 

The overall objective summarized from the data collected in this project is that Chinese hacker 

groups are mainly under the direction of the Chinese government. Their goals are to steal 
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intellectual property, focusing primarily in defence and other emerging technology, in order to 

further develop Chinese industry and advance Chinese military, political, and technological status.  

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Cyberspace is a rapidly increasing battlefront of conflict globally. Until recent years, Chinese cyber 

criminals, although very present on the dark net, lacked both structure and professionalism. Chinese 

hacker groups were known for sweeping up vast amounts of varying information, whereas Russian 

groups are known for being more specific and able to hide their tracks more efficiently. However, 

this is changing rapidly. Chinese hacker groups have become more strategic and operate with 

improved tactics. Where they once were considered very brash with little regard for operational 

security, now they are more strategically controlled. Hackers in general are nation-state actors, 

groups of hackers, lone hackers and criminal organizations. The majority of Chinese hackers are 

believed to be nationalistic and are either working directly for or on contract with the Chinese 

Government. Chinese nationals are culturally nationalistic and the Chinese government has controls 

on internet access, therefore Chinese hackers are less likely to hack solely for personal financial 

gain. In 2015, China and the United States signed a cyber agreement which was intended to reduce 

Chinese industrial espionage attacks on the United States. In 2016, the head of the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation (FBI) counterintelligence, Randall Coleman stated there was a 53% increase in the 

theft of United States trade secrets. In 2017, it was estimated, that intellectual-property theft costs 

United States alone, up to $600 billion a year and that the Chinese are responsible for most of the 

loss. In March 2018, the Trump Administration revealed plans for import tariffs on Chinese 

products in what is said to be relalition for decades of state-backed intellectual property theft. 

 

The Chinese government, under President Xi is an increasingly dangerous force. President Xi is 

playing on rising nationalism in China and has the support of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). 

His recent policy changes in the industrial sector reveal his concern for control of privately-owned 

companies, and especially foreign-owned companies. These policy changes involve stopping or 

reducing production in private and state-owned factories. The reasoning given for stopping or 

reducing production is to implement environmental controls. However, some plants already have 

top-of-the-line environment controls. Sources at one factory with high-end equipment did not say 

what occurred or what was being installed during production reduction when there were no 

environmental controls to implement. The Chinese government did not target all state-owned 
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factories at first, even though environmental controls are poor to non-existent in many of them. 

However, by late 2017, production was being reduced by one-third to two-thirds in state-owned 

factories as well, with the same reason being environmental controls. Chinese strategy as 

understood through personal experience, would suggest the shutdowns were a threat to factories to 

cooperate with the new tightened control policies. As much as some controls could be solely 

environmental in nature, it is most likely connected to the control and power the government is 

attempting to regain in the industrial sector. Once the factory is sufficiently threatened, an offer to 

compromise will be made. This compromise, as of recently, entails putting a communist party 

member in each privately owned and state owned factory, including foreign-owned. This party 

member is given the title of Party Secretary, must be invited to every meeting and all major 

decisions of the corporation, must go through him/her. In essence, the Party Secretary has been 

given veto power. The Party Secretary also has access to all computers/networks in the corporation. 

Therefore, even if the corporation is private and foreigned owned, the Chinese government has 

access to all its data, including intellectual property. Therefore, it would be advisable for 

corporations to not keep research and development data in Chinese offices or connected to Chinese 

offices, or the Chinese government will attain it. It is important to be aware, the Chinese 

government will always intervene physically or through cyber activity if it feels its’ control, 

reputation or nationalist agenda is being threatened with little to no regard for ethics or morality. 

 

A source recently advised of continued Chinese security services recruitment tactics to coerce 

Chinese nationals abroad. The source advised of accounts in Canada where the Chinese government 

approaches Chinese Canadians to perform one act of espionage with the approach of helping their 

homeland. The act usually entails doing something “small” like copying a set of blueprints or a 

thumb drive from their place of employment. If the individuals refuse, their families in China will 

receive a visit from Chinese security services. The first visit is always friendly but the family is 

aware of what is happening and the underlying threat (Chinese double-talk). The subsequent visits 

are not so friendly. This type of recruitment in diaspora communities has been occurring for many 

years. As long as an individual has ties in China, there is potential leverage for the Chinese 

government to exploit. With the vast population of China, and increasing number of Chinese 

nationals abroad, this risk will only increase exponentially and directly affect cyber security. 

 

How does the world counter this increasing Chinese cyber threat? How do the political, industrial 

and academic sectors defend and protect intellectual property? How do security agencies combat 

these cyber criminals? The first step is to identify the threats, the main actors and their connections 
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to the Chinese government. Then, analysis their group structures, targets, strengths & weaknesses, 

and the forums they utilize. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Research Questions 
 

 

1. Identify the forums Chinese hackers use?  

 

2. Identify the main Chinese hacker groups? 

 

3. Identify the main actors/leaders and structure in each Chinese hacker group?  

 

4. Identify if Chinese hackers groups are government entities, on contract with the 

government or civilians? 

 

5. What are the Chinese groups main targets?  

 

Political - which governments? military espionage ie: weapons, aircrafts? 

Industrial - which businesses? ie: aerospace and armoments, medical equipment, 

pharmaceuticals? 

Academic - which universities? which fields of study ie: engineering, medicine? 

 

6. What countries do Chinese hacker groups target? 

 

7. What are the Chinese hacker groups tactics, techniques, procedures (TTP’s), capabilities, 

limitations and vulnerabilities (how are they funded, software/hardware used, frequent 

specific forums, habits, weaknesses)? 

 

8. What connections are there between forums, hacker groups, and actors? 
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Chapter One 
Identify Forums Chinese Hackers Use  

 

Chinese hackers have, in the past, been less organized and professional than Russian hackers. 

Instead of building their own systems, many Chinese cyber-criminals started establishing 

themselves on forums and shops within the Russian underground. Chinese choose Russian systems 

because their markets have comparatively loose standards. They usually accept registration for 

users who don’t speak Russian or English. Cyber criminals generally have full digital storefronts 

where they sell stolen credit cards and data. They stood in stark contrast to the high level Russian 

underground economy until 2015, when it became evident Chinese cybercrime underground was 

maturing and branching out internationally. Chinese cyber criminals often still use forums of direct 

communication for one-off data. They used Baidu Tieba and QQ Messenger to sell stolen goods. 

Sometimes Chinese cyber criminals would post ads for cyber crime on random forums. Chinese 

state hackers have primary allegiance to China and sell stolen information on the side part-time 

through secretive marketplaces they have created and/or are using. 

 

Chinese Forums 

  

● Hacker Door Forum  - http://www.hackerdoor.com 

 
 

● http://www.hackernc.com/forum.php  

  
 

● Evil Octal Forum - https://forum.eviloctal.com/ 

http://www.hackerdoor.com/
http://www.hackerdoor.com/
http://www.hackerdoor.com/
http://www.hackernc.com/forum.php
https://forum.eviloctal.com/
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● Roots Web Safe Team - http://www.sh3llc0de.com/forum.php 

  
 

● 52Poie Forum (Love to Decipher/Reveal )(Wu Ai Po Jie) -  https://www.52pojie.cn/ 

  
● Mersion Community - http://www.vcccc.cn/   

  
● Network College Forum - http://www.365cmd.com/forum.php 

  
● Safety Dragon - http://www.anquanlong.com/ 

  
● China Hacking Forum - http://www.hackerbbs.cc/ 

  
● 2cto - Red Black United (Hong Hei Lian Meng) -  https://bbs.2cto.com/  

https://forum.eviloctal.com/
https://forum.eviloctal.com/
http://www.sh3llc0de.com/forum.php
http://www.sh3llc0de.com/forum.php
http://www.sh3llc0de.com/forum.php
https://www.52pojie.cn/
http://www.vcccc.cn/
http://www.moonsafe.com/forum.php
http://www.moonsafe.com/forum.php
http://www.365cmd.com/forum.php
http://www.anquanlong.com/
http://www.anquanlong.com/
http://www.anquanlong.com/
http://www.hackerbbs.cc/
http://www.hackerbbs.cc/
http://www.hackerbbs.cc/
https://bbs.2cto.com/
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● Technology House of Enchantment - https://www.0xaa55.com/ 

  
 

 

 

 

● Zero Day Security Forum - http://www.jmpoep.com/ 

  
● Watch Snow Safety Forum - https://bbs.pediy.com/ 

  
● Dragon (Long Tian) Forum - https://www.lthack.com/ 

  
● Piaoyun Pavillion Safety Forum - http://www.chinapyg.com/ 

  
● 01 BinVul - Binary Vulnerability Research - http://www.binvul.com/ 

  
● CDlinux Forum - http://cdlinux.net/ 

https://bbs.2cto.com/
https://bbs.2cto.com/
https://www.0xaa55.com/
https://www.0xaa55.com/
https://www.0xaa55.com/
http://www.jmpoep.com/
https://bbs.pediy.com/
https://bbs.pediy.com/
https://bbs.pediy.com/
https://www.lthack.com/
https://www.lthack.com/
https://www.lthack.com/
http://www.chinapyg.com/
http://www.chinapyg.com/
http://www.chinapyg.com/
http://www.binvul.com/
http://www.binvul.com/
http://www.binvul.com/
http://cdlinux.net/
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● CYWL Team - Cheng Yin Network  Forum - http://www.chinacycc.com/portal.php 

● China Honker Army Forum - Top Five Actors boxed below. http://www.cnhonkerarmy.com 

 

● Deep Web Chinese Forum  

 

● End of the World (Tianya) Club Forum - http://www.tianya.cn/ 

  
● HDHacker 

http://cdlinux.net/
http://cdlinux.net/
http://www.chinacycc.com/portal.php
http://www.hackxt.com/
http://www.hackxt.com/
http://www.cnhonkerarmy.com/
http://www.tianya.cn/
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● Black Hat Hacker Training Base 

● cctry Forum - Top five actors boxed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

● Chinese DarkNet Forum 

 

● Freedom Kingdom 
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Chapter Two 
List of Chinese Hacker Groups 

 

 
1. APT1 aka PLA Unit 61398, Comment Crew, Shanghai Group, Byzantine 

Candor, 61398 Budui. 
 

Operating since: 2005. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 
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Huang Zhenyu (黄振宇) 

Wen Xinyu (文新宇) 

Sun Kailiang (孙凯亮) 

Gu Chunhui (顾春晖) 

Wang Dong (王东). 

-The main actors/officers listed above have been indicted by the United States for theft of business 

property and intellectual property from American companies and for planting malware. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to be members of the Second Bureau of the People's Liberation Army’s General Staffs 

Departments (GSD) Third Department and work out of a 12 storey white building on Datong Road, 

Pudong, Shanghai.  

-American intelligence agencies and private security firms are tracking over 20 hacker groups 

linked by unique digital signatures to PLA Unit 61398 and are suspected to be contractors for PLA 

Unit 61398. One of the largest of these groups is Comment Crew. Comment Crew received its name 

because it imbeds comments or hidden code into web pages. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial, Academic, International Organizations. 

Political - Government databases including public administration. 

Connected to 2011-2012 hack of Israeli Iron Dome System. Hacked documents pertaining to Arrow 

III missiles, drones and ballistic rockets. 
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Industrial - Information technology sector, aerospace, satellites and telecommunications, energy, 

transportation, construction, manufacturing, engineering services, legal services, media, advertising, 

entertainment, navigation, chemicals, financial services, food, agriculture, healthcare, metals, 

mining. Targets include electrical grids, gas lines and waterworks in the United States. Attacks also 

include a company that controls 60% of all oil and gas pipelines in North America and the RSA, the 
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computer security company that protects corporate and government databases. Industrial targets 

include Coca cola. 

-Comment Crew attacked Coca cola at the time it was negotiating the acquisition of China Huiyuan 

Juice Group for 2.4 Billion US$. If Coca cola was successful in purchasing China Huiyuan, it 

would have been the largest foreign purchase of a Chinese company. Comment Crew attack on 

Coca cola started as a spear phishing attack and lead to the group stealing terabytes of data 

regarding negotiation strategy. The negotiations failed.  

- The same technique was used on RSA, the computer security company. As a result of successfully 

attacking RSA, Comment Crew was able to attack Lockheed Martin, the United States largest 

defence contractor.  

-In 2011, Project 2049 Institute out of Virginia said Comment Crew was the premiere entity 

attacking Canadian and American political, economic and military intelligence. 

-In 2011, 70 organizations over a five year period, including the UN, and government agencies in 

Canada, United States, South Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam were targeted by an attack later called 

Shady RAT. Dell SecureWorks reverse engineered the masked location tool used in operation 

Shady RAT and found the IP address located in Shanghai. From there, it was identified to IP 

addresses linked to Comment Crew. 

-Connected to the 2017 hack on Mandiant Senior Analyst, Adi Peretz. 

Academic - Scientific research, education. 

International Organizations - United Nations. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

-Canada 

-South Korea 

-Taiwan 

-Vietnam 

- Israel 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-State Funded, specifically PLA. 

-APT1 has stolen hundreds of terabytes of data from over 141 organizations. 

-The size of APT1’s infrastructure implies hundreds of human operators. 

-Most common initial compromise is spear-phishing. 

-Malware - TROJAN, ECLYTS, BACKDOOR.BARKIOFORK, BACKDOOR.WAKEMINAP, 

TROJAN.DOWNBOT, BACKDOOR.DALBOT, BACKDOOR.REVIRD, TROJAN.BADNAME, 

BACKDOOR.WUALESS. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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2. APT3 aka UPS Team, Gothic Panda, Buckeye, TG-0110 
 

Operating since: 2009. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Wu Yingzhou 

Dong Hao 

-The above individuals have registered domains used by APT3. They are both listed as shareholders 

for China based security firm called Guangzhou Boyu Information Technology Company 

(Boyusec). 

-Boyusec is working with Chinese telecom giant Huawei to develop spyware-laden security 

products loaded onto computers and phones. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to have ties to the Chinese government. 

-Connected to Boyusec, which is closely connected to Chinese Ministry of State Security. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political , Industrial. 

Political - Aerospace, defence. 

Industrial - Aerospace, defence, construction, engineering, high tech sector, telecommunications, 

transportation.  

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States. 

-United Kingdom 

-Hong Kong 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Considered one of the most sophisticated hacker groups. 

-Uses browser-based exploits as zero-days, such as Internet explorer, Firefox and Adobe Flash 

Player. 

-APT3’s CnC is difficult to track. There is little overlap across attacks. 

-Malware - SHOTPUT, COOKIECUTTER, SOGU. 
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Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

 
3.NCPH (Network Crack Program Hacker) 
 

Operating since:1994 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

-Approx 10 members and 4 leaders. 

Top leader: Tan Dailin (Mei Gui)(Wicked Rose) - believed to be in the Chinese Military. 

KuNgBim 

Charles  

Rodag. 

-Current membership numbers unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to be the People’s Liberation Army and based out of Zigong, Sichuan Province. 

 

Chinese groups main targets   Political. 

Political - Hacked the US. Department of Defence/Pentagon multiple times in 2006. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States. 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded, specifically PLA. 

-Gained respect and recognition after hacking about 40% of other hacker associations websites in 

China.  

-Gin Wui Rootkit 

-This group known for its expertise in surveillance and intrusion control programs. 
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Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker Group: Honker Union of China. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
4. Honker Union of China (HUC) aka Hongke (Red Guest), merged with Red 

Hacker Alliance/Red League. 

 
 

Operating since:1999. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Founder alias:Lion 

Possible Actors: Fish, Mooku, Purple Enchantress, Soy and Fifth element in dialogue on China 

Honker Army Forum: 

Fish: Posts announcement of Happy New Year from China Honker Forum 

Mooku: Posts, “I believe Red League (Red Alliance) will become more powerful” 

Purple Enchantress: Posts, “Wishing Red Alliance will flourish in the new year” 

Soy: Posts, “thanks for your wishing of Honker Union of China, best wishes.” 

Fifth Element: Posts, “I wish we Red Alliance, will get better and better”. 
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It is worth noting when the term ‘red’ is used in Chinese culture it is attached to 

patriotism/nationalism, which indicates connection to the Chinese government. 
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Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-There is no direct evidence they are working for the Chinese government but is suspected to be a 

freelance group working on contract with the Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political. 

Political - The word “Honker” emerged in 1999, when the United States bombed the Chinese 

Embassy in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. The Honkers formed a Honkers Union whose members combine 

hacking skills with nationalism. Active in hacktivism supporting the Chinese government against 

“US Imperialism” and “Japanese Militarism” and has launches attacks on websites mainly in the 

United States and mostly government websites. Main attacks deface websites and leave certain 

messages by attacking their appearance. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States, 

-Japan 

-Vietnam 

-Philippines 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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Forum: China Honker Army Forum. 

 
5. APT10 aka MenuPass Team, Stone Panda, Red Apollo 

 
Operating since:2009. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Chinese espionage group.  

-Targets are consistent with Chinese government goals, including military, intelligence and business 

sector data. 

 
Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial, Academic. 

Political - Governments of the United States, France, Japan and other European countries, sensitive 

military data and intelligence in hopes of strengthening China’s own security and shielding China 

from attacks. Suspected to be responsible for a South Korean missile defence system hack. Also 

targets Islamic group in Western China known as the Uyghurs - Turkic Ethnic Group. 

Industrial - Construction, Engineering, aerospace, telecom sectors. Theft of confidential business 

data to support Chinese corporations, targeting manufacturing companies in India, Japan and 

Northern Europe. A mining company in South America has also been targeted.  

Academic  - Japanese Universities.  

-Hacks are cyber-espionage. 
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Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

-Canada 

-France 

-Switzerland 

-Norway 

-Finland 

-Japan 

-South Korea 

-India 

-Brazil 

-South Africa 

-Australia 

-China - Islamic group in Western China known as the Uyghurs - Turkic Ethnic Group. 

 
 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Target multiple IT service providers worldwide. 

-in 2016 APT10 identified as cyber-espionage. Attack dubbed Cloud Hopper, the campaign targeted 

companies through managed IT service providers. Targeted countries were Canada, Brazil, France, 

Norway, Finland, Switzerland, South Africa, Australia, Japan, and India for intellectual property 

and other information. 

-In 2014-2016, APT10 primarily used PlugX malware. 

-In 2016-2017 in addition to using SOGU, intrusions involved a series a tools believed to be unique 

to APT10. These tools are first stage backdoors such as HAYMAKER and SNUGRIDE. They have 
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also used customized versions of the open source QUASARRAT, as well as BUGJUICE, both as 

second stage backdoors. 

-Malware - HAYMAKER, SNUGRIDE, BUGJUICE, QUASARRAT. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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6. Bronze Butler aka Tick, REDBALDKNIGHT 

 

Operating since:2012. 

 

Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Linked to the People’s Republic of China  

-Some researchers believe the group may be hired by multiple teams or organizations seeking 

competitor information. 

 

Chinese groups main targets:   Political, Industrial. 

Political: Japanese international relations.  

Industrial: Japanese heavy industry, manufacturing. 

-Focused was on exfiltrating confidential data. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-Japan 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Use spearphishing, strategic web compromises in targeted attacks and leverages zero-day exploit to 

compromise targeted systems. Uses phishing emails with Flash animation attachments to download 

malware. 

-Periodically revisits compromised sites to exfiltrate more data. 

-Experts highlighted the groups ability to discover a zero-day flaw in software used in a certain 

region. 

-One documented malware, the Daserf backdoor allowed full control over the compromised system. 

Two versions of the tool were developed. In 2016, the hackers replaced Daserf with two remote 

access trojans (RATS) called xxmm and Datper. 

-Malware: DASERF, XXMM, DATPER. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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7. KeyBoy 
 

Operating since: 2013 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Operates out of China 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial. 

Political: Tibetan Parliament in 2016. 

Industrial: Western and SE Asian organizations 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-Tibet 

-Taiwan 

-Philippines 

-Western Countries  

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Uses malware attacks on western organizations and SE Asia that infects computers with certain 

type of malware than can secretly download info, take screenshots, browse logs. 

 -Malware downloaded and installed as fake Microsoft word DLL file needed to open infected file a 

user has already downloaded. 

-Malware capabilities include screenshots, keylogging features, and also stroll through and 

download files of victims, gather extended system information about the machine and shutting 

down infected systems.  
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-Keyboys latest hacking tool gains access by sending infected word document “Q4 Work 

Plan.docx” 

-Disables Windows File Protection, their bait uses a Dynamic Data Exchange protocol to locate and 

download remote payload, instead of downloading malicious macros or exploit. 

-Medium level of technical and operational expertise. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
 

 
8. Elderwood Group aka Elderwood Platform, Elderwood Project, Elderwood 

Gang.  

Subgroups: Hidden Lynx,Vidgrab, Icefog, Sakurel, Blue Termite  

 
Operating since: 2005 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

-Unknown actors. 

-Elderwood platform being used by subgroups - assuming Elderwood hackers are developing 

exploits for its own teams “subgroups.” It’s also possible the developer of Elderwood platform is 

actively selling the platform. 

- Possible connection to actors seen below. 

 
Government entities,on contract with the government or civilians 

-Rumoured to be Chinese government sponsored because of resources needed for attacks and ability 

to analysis the resources. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial. 

Political - Defence, including shipping, aeronautics, arms, energy, manufacturing, engineering and 

electronic. Also companies fighting human rights. Countries that have detected elderwood activity 

are Canada, United States, China, Hong Kong, Australia, Taiwan, United Kingdom, Switzerland, 

India and Denmark.  

Industrial  - NGO’s, finance and software firms.  

-Hidden Lynx specifically targets Japanese users and the defence industry. 

-Vidgrab specifically targets Uyghur dissidents in Western China. 

-Icefrog specifically targets the manufacturing industry. 

-Sakurel specifically targets aerospace industry. 

-Blue Termite - targets Japanese organizations. Believed to be responsible for the CloudyOmega 

operation, which is linked with subgroup Hidden Lynx. Also connected to the unknown actors 

responsible for the 

LadyBoyle attacks. 
 

Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 
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-Canada 

-Hong Kong 

-China 

-Taiwan 

-Japan 

-Australia 

-United Kingdom 

-Switzerland 

-Denmark 

-India 

 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Quiet group - does not advertise attacks or motivation behind attacks. 

-Reusing components of an infrastructure called the Elderwood Project to deploy zero-day exploits 

through spear phishing emails. Also increased attacks through Web injections in watering hole 

attacks. Have gained access to source code for some widely used applications, or have reverse 

engineered the applications to discover vulnerabilities.  

-Target web based applications. Have attacked Adobe Flash Player, Microsoft internet explorer, 

Microsoft xml, Google infrastructure. Attacks referred to as Operation Aurora because an Aurora 

type trojan horse used.
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Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
Hacker Subgroups: Hidden Lynx,Vidgrab, Icefog, Sakurel, Blue Termite 
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9. Hidden Lynx  

 
Operating since: 2009. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

-Unknown actors. 

- 50-100 members based on hacking behavior. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Highly professional group - Hackers for hire.  

-Suspected ties to Chinese government - attack infrastructure and tools used originate from network 

infrastructure in China. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial Academic, Non-Profit. 

Political: All levels of government. Military/Defence sector. 

Industrial:Defence industry in western countries, non-profit sector, media sector, legal, engineering, 

healthcare, financial sector. 

Academic:Education sector. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

United States 

Taiwan 

China 

Hong Kong 

Japan 

South Korea 

Canada 

Russia 

Germany 

Ukraine 

Australia 

United Kingdom 

France 

Singapore 

India 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-The variety of targets implies the group does not focused on one task but is likely tasked with 

obtaining very specific information to gain competitive advantages in the industrial sector and 

Chinese state level.  

-Members are experts at breaching systems. 

-Strategy of mass exploitation and pay-to-order targeted attacks for intellectual property using two 

Trojans.  -Backdoor.Moudoor, a customized version of “Gh0st RAT”, for large-scale campaigns 

across several industries. Distribution of Moudoor requires a significant number of people.  

• Trojan.Naid, the Trojan found during the Bit9 attack, appears to be reserved for attacks against 

high value targets. This Trojan was leveraged for a special operation during the VOHO campaign 

and is probably used by a specific team of highly skilled attackers within the group. This Trojan 

was also found as part of “Operation Aurora” in 2009.  

-The group is methodical and display a skillset far in advance of other attack groups also operating 

in that region, such as APT1. 
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-Malware: Backdoor.Moudoor, Trojan.Naid,  

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker Groups: Elderwood Group and its subgroups. 
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10. APT12 aka Calc Team, DynCalc, DNSCALC, Numbered Panda. 
 
Operating since: 2013. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Operating out of China with major links to the PLA. 

-Targets are consistent with Chinese government goals, keen interest in Taiwan. 

 

Chinese groups main targets:  Political, Industrial 

Political - Taiwanese government organizations, defence. 

Industrial - Japanese Technology sector, defence industry sector, Journalists. Media - NY Times. 

  
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-Taiwan 

-Japan 

-United States 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded, mostly likely PLA. 

-Hacks are cyber-espionage. 

-Attacks utilize spear phishing email with a Microsoft word document.  

-Known especially for its ability to evolve and adapt in order to stay on mission. 

-Malware - RIPTIDE, HIGHTIDE, THREBYTE, WATERSPOUT, IXESHE.  

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
Hacker Groups:APT1 
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11. DragonOK. 
 

Operating since: 2014. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 

Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Linked to China, possibly operating out of Guangdong Province. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial, Academic. 

Political - Defence entities in the United States, espionage operations in Japan and Taiwan. 

Industrial - Defence entities in the United States. In 2017, targeted Japanese manufacturing, 

technology, energy, and semiconductors. Conducted corporate espionage operations on high-tech 

and manufacturing companies in Japan and Taiwan. The KHRAT RAT campaign targets citizens in 

Cambodia. 

Academic - Targeted Japanese higher education sector. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

-Cambodia 

-Taiwan 

-Japan  

-Russia 

-India 

-Tibet 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Campaign in 2017 leveraged the KHRAT remote access Trojan (RAT). 

-Has updated spearphishing techniques and themes used in the campaign. 

-Use many methods to download and execute additional payloads using built-in Windows 

applications and also started mimicking Dropbox. 

-Used a JavaScript code that allowed it to monitor who visited the site. The code gathered data such 

as user-agent, domain, cookie, referrer and Flash version, and appears almost identical to that found 

on a blog hosted on the Chinese Software Developer Network (CSDN) website. 

-DragonOKhas updated both its malware and tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) during 

2017. It is suspected they plan to intensify its activity. 

-Connected to the 2017 hack on Mandiant Senior Analyst, Adi Peretz. 

-Malware - SYSGET, IsSpace, TIDEPOOL, NetTraveler (TravNet), PlugX, Saker, Netbot, 

DarkStRat, ZeroT. 

-Sysget - malware - used to target Taiwan. 

-IsSpace - malware - used to target Taiwan. 

-TidePool - malware - used to target Indian Embassies, Russia and Tibet. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
Hacker Group: Moafee. First noticed as two hacking campaigns conducted by two groups operating 

in separate regions of China but worked in parallel.  
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The first team, Moafee, targeted military and government organizations involved in South China 

sea dispute. The second team, DragonOK, conducted corporate espionage operations on high-tech 

and manufacturing companies in Japan and Taiwan. 
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12. Moafee. 
 

Operating since: 2014. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 

Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

Linked to China, possibly operating out of Guangdong Province. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political. 

Political - Targeted military and government organizations involved in South China sea dispute, 

U.S. defence sector. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

-Taiwan 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Malware: IsSpace  - used to target Taiwan. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker Group: DragonOk. First noticed as two hacking campaigns conducted by two groups 

operating in separate regions of China but worked in parallel.  

The first team, Moafee, targeted military and government organizations involved in South China 

sea dispute. The second team, DragonOK, conducted corporate espionage operations on high-tech 

and manufacturing companies in Japan and Taiwan. 
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13. APT16  

 
Operating since: 2015. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities,on contract with the government or civilians 

-Located in China and suspected to be the Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial. 

Political - Government Services. 

Industrial - High tech sector, media, financial services sector. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-Taiwan 

-Japan 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Hacks are cyber-espionage.  

-Used an exploit from Microsoft Office vulnerability CVE-2015-2545 to target media and 

government agencies in Taiwan.  

-Spear-phishing emails and webmail addresses used.  

-Malware: IRONHALO, ELMER. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker groups: EvilPost, Danti, DragonOK. 
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14. EvilPost  

 
Operating since: 2015. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-China linked gang. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political ,Industrial. 

Political - Japanese defence.  

Industrial - Japanese defence contractors - 2015. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 
-Japan 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Leveraged Microsoft Office remote code execution flaw, tracked as CVE-2015-2545. Used 

weaponized word documents to attack the Japanese defence contractor. 

-Malware: 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker groups: Danti, DragonOK. 
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15. Danti  

 
Operating since: 2013. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to be the Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets Political, Industrial. 

Political - Indian diplomatic organizations, including embassies. 

Industrial - Various corporate entities in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Myanmar, Nepal and 

the Philippines. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

India 

Kazakhstan 

Kyrgyzstan 

Uzbekistan 

Myanmar 

Nepal 

Philippines 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Malware used to attack Indian diplomatic organizations similar to that used in 2013 Operation 

Ke3chang, out of China. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups: 

Hacker groups:DragonOK, SVCMONDR. 
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16. SVCMONDR  

 
Operating since: 2013. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to be the Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Industrial. 

Industrial - Organizations in Taiwan. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-Taiwan 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Used an exploit from Microsoft Office vulnerability CVE-2015-2545 to organizations in Taiwan.  

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker groups: Danti. It is suspected to be the same group as Danti or sharing same code.  
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17. China Girl Security Team aka CN Girl Security Team. 

 

 
Operating since: 2007. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

-Main actor: Xiao Tian - A Chinese national, started this female only hacking group at 19 years old, 

now has over 2200 members and is tied to some of the biggest hacking groups in the world. A 

celebrity is China that sells tee-shirts and other memorabilia.  

-Originated from the Six Golden Flowers Hacker Group, the first all female group in the world. 

Xiao Tian split up from the group, created China Girl Security Team and became its leader. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Located in China 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial. 

Political - Linked to denial-of-service attacks on the U.S. White House website and have links to 

attacks of cyber warfare. Also, known to deface U.S. government websites. 

Industrial - Linked to attacks on Google and contributed to google’s withdraw from China but this 

is not confirmed. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

 
TTP’s etc. 

 

Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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18. APT27 aka Emissary Panda, Threat Group 3390, LuckyMouse, Bronze 

Union. 
 

Operating since: 2013. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Located in China and suspected to be linked to the Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial. 

Political - U.S. government defence. European drone manufacturer. 

Industrial - In 2013, launched a campaign called Iron Tiger. Iron Tiger targeted multiple U.S. 

government contractors working in intelligence, aerospace, energy, telecoms and nuclear industries. 

European manufacturer of drone technology. 

-Investigated by the CIA as revealed by Wikileaks. 

-In 2017, targeted National Data Center in Central Asia.
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Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

-Asia 

-Europe 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-suspected to be State Funded. 

-Many techniques used to attack include input capture, remote file copy, and external remote 

services. Use software including PlugX and China Chopper. 

-Since the PZChao campaign attacking targets in the United States and Asia, there is some 

suspicion this hacker group has returned since its attack tactics are similar to that of Iron Tiger. 

- 2017 attack targeting the National Data Center in Central Asia website redirected visitors to 

instances of ScanBox and BEeF. 

- Known to be highly competent and sophisticated.  

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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19. APT17 aka Deputy Dog,Tailgator Team, Voho, Group72, AuroraPanda. 

 
Operating since: 2010. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to be linked to the Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial. 

Political - U.S government organizations including the military/defence sector. 

Industrial - International law firms, information technology sector - including Google (loss of 

intellectual property), financial sector, the mining industry and NGO’s. 
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Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States. 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Created profiles and posts in forums to embed encoded CnC for use with malware. 

-Axiom 

-Malware: BLACKCOFFEE 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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20. APT18 aka Wekby, Dynamite Panda, TG-0416. 
 

Operating since:  2014. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected ties to Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial, Academic. 

Political: Aerospace and defence. 

Industrial: Aerospace, construction, engineering, health & biotechnology, high tech sector, 

telecommunications, transportation. 

Academic:Education. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States. 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Exploited Community Health Systems (USA hospital operator), OpenSSL vulnerability (dubbed 

Heartbleed).  

-Have added Flash Player exploit. 

-Data from Hacking Team leak used (CVE-2015-5119) - developed or adapted for operations. 

-Malware: Gh0st RAT. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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21. APT19 aka Codoso Team, Sunshop Group. 
 

Operating since: 2017.  

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected to be Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Industrial.  

Industrial - Legal, Investment sectors, Forbes. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target: 

-United States. 

-Canada. 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Hacks are cyber-espionage.  
-Believed to have worked in part with Shell Crew (aka. Deep Panda) to target an IT Service 

Provider through a Canadian tech company called Altair Technologies Ltd.(now called FireGen 

Analytics).  

 
-Suspect of hacking Forbes though Adobe Flash Player widget that delivers the Thought of the day 

page on the Forbes website. 

- Malware used was written in simplified Chinese and similar to malicious software derusbi (which 

is unique to Chinese cyber espionage operators). 

-May 2017 - Exploited Microsoft Windows vulnerability CVE 2017-0199. Leveraged RTF  
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attachments. 

-May 2017 - End of May. Started using Microsoft Excel (XLSM) documents. 

-Most recently - Added an application whitelisting bypass to the Microsoft Excel documents. 

-Malware - BEACON, COBALTSTRIKE. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker Groups: Shell Crew aka Deep Panda, Black Vine, WebMasters, KungFu Kittens, 

PinkPanther. 
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22. Shell Crew aka Deep Panda, Black Vine, WebMasters, KungFu Kittens, 

PinkPanther. 

 
 

Operating since: 2014. 

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected ties to Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets:  Political, Industrial, Terrorist Organization. 

Political - National Security think tanks, government defence. 

Industrial - Financial, legal, telecommunications, Anthem Health Group 

Terrorist Organizations - June 18th, 2014 targeting began - Possibly Daesh in Iraq to protect 

Chinese oil interest in the region. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

Western Countries 

Asia Pacific region. 

Iraq & Middle East - target change since 2014. 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Western countries targeted through Terracotta VPN nodes to exploit sensitive targets. Use 

Terracotta VPN node Internet addresses that are used to send phishing emails targeting users in 

targeted organizations. 

-Script planted in victims windows computers, that once executed, it downloads and executes from 

memory a .NET executable (aka Wafer), which then downloads and runs MadHatter.NET Remote 

Access Tool (RAT). -This is a favourite of Deep Panda. By running from memory, no disk artifacts 

or host based IOCs that can be ID in forensic analysis. 

- Used Windows PowerShell to infiltrate think tanks. 

- Considered highly stealthy. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 

Hacker Groups: APT19 aka Codoso Team, Sunshop Group. 
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23. APT30 
 

Operating since: 2005.  

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown. 

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-Suspected ties to Chinese government. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political. 

Political - Members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-Brunei Darussalam 

-Cambodia 

-Indonesia 

-Lao PDR 

-Malaysia 

-Myanmar 

-Philippines 

-Singapore 

-Thailand 

-Vietnam 

-India 

 
 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Active over long periods. 

-Modifies and adapts source code to continue using the same tools, tactics and infrastructure. 

-Appears to work in groups and in shifts. 
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-Capable of infecting air-gapped networks. 

-Uses a suite of tools - downloaders, backdoors, central controllers. 

-Malware - SHIPSHAPE, SPACESHIP, FLASHFLOOD. 

 
Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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24. Winnti Group aka Winnti Umbrella, Wicked Panda, LEAD, Barium, GREF, 

PassCV. 
 

Operating since: 2007.  

 
Main actors/leaders and structure 

Unknown actors. 

-Structure - Chinese state intelligence.  

 
Government entities, on contract with the government or civilians 

-High confidence of connection to Chinese state intelligence  - some elements located in Xicheng 

district of Beijing. 

 

Chinese groups main targets: Political, Industrial.  

Political - High profile political targets include Tibetan journalists, Uyghur and Tibetan activists. 

Primary long-term mission appears political. 

Industrial - Software and gaming organizations, high value technology organizations. 

 
Countries Chinese hacker groups target 

-United States 

-Japan 

-South Korea 

-Tibet 

 
TTP’s etc. 

-Suspected to be State Funded. 

-Active from 2007 until 2018 - continue to be very successful. 

-TTP’s are consistent. 

-Experiment with new tooling and attack methodologies often. 

-Operational mistakes during attacks have provided attacker locations with high confidence. 

-Primary attacks focus on theft of code signing certificates.  

-Secondary attacks focus on financial gain. 

-Malware  - Winnti. 
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Connections to forums and other Hacker Groups 
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